background concerning context-free ~rammars and parsing. The Ch[K) grammars are defined in Section 3 where also some basic properties of Ch(K) grammars are proved.
In Section 4 ~e demonstrate that the well-known transformation process of left factoring the given grammar will always produce an LLIK) grammar from e Ch[k) grammar end that, in fact, this process cannot produce an LL[K) grammar from a non-Ch [K) grammar. This result implies the equality of the classes of LL[K) and Ch(k) languages, and it also clarifies the relationship o~ Ch(k] grammars with some other classes of grammars.
BACKGROUND
In this section we review various commonly Known definitions [cf. Chlh) languages equals the family o~ LLIK] languages. Furthermore, this result implies the interesting property that ChIk) grammars are PLRIK) grammars [8, 9] .
Since the left factoring process yields an LL[K) grammar if and only if the given grammar is Ch(k), we can perform the test whether a grammar is Ch{K) by leftfactoring the grammar and then testing the LL(K)-property. However, the LL(K) parser of the resulting grammar cannot be used to produce left or right parses in the original grammar. That is, left-factoring can distort the structure of the grammar such that no left-to-left nor left-to-right cover is obtained [6] .
Nevertheless, we can give a simple modification of the left-factoriog process such that the above mentioned properties are preserved except that, as an additional bonus, the transformed grammar left-to-right covers the original grammar.
We begin by defining that a grammar is in the left-factored form, if it has no two productions A + ~ end A + ~T such that ~ is not the empty string. This is thus true also for Ch[k) grammars. However, the transformation involved is rather complicated, and it is thus desirable to find out easier possibilities. 
